WHAT'S COMING UP IN MAY

■ Cover story — Certification: Does it matter?
The programs and what they mean to the industry and its customers

■ Strategies to tame the morning circus
You'll never have to crack a whip to get your team going ever again

■ Sprayers/spreaders
LM Reports gives you the latest on all makes and models

■ Graduation fixups
Attention grounds pros: Shape up your campus for graduation

■ Improving irrigation system performance
Install a good system, then fine-tune it to save water and money

■ Rx for sick turf
10 things every lawn professional should know about turf diseases

■ Plus: On the Record, the latest Green Industry news in Industry Almanac, Best Practices, and another special issue of "Leadership Insights" by JP Horizons, brought to you compliments of Husqvarna

LEIT Light Energized Irrigation Technology
From coast to coast, installed by cities, municipalities, transit authorities and environmental agencies, DIG LEIT features the only ambient light powered irrigation controller capable of operating in a low light environment without direct sunlight. The LEIT harnesses the energy of ambient light to power the unit day or night in any weather condition, any place in the world. LEIT delivers the latest in controller technology without the hassle with electric power, resulting in a better performance in a user-friendly irrigation controller.

• Available in four to twenty-eight stations
• Built to the highest quality control standards (ISO 9002)
• Controller function and operation are 100% tested
• Four programs with three start times per program
• Bilingual software in English and Spanish
• Status report, custom grouping and more

For more information or a catalog:
1-800-322-9146
www.digcorp.com